Introduction
A significant challenge for personal and ubiquitous computing is to cope with frequent changes of user preferences, profile, location, and context in general. In this special issue we bring you an update on how dynamic adaptation is being used to address this challenge. Dynamic adaptation provides runtime modeling and monitoring of both structural and behavioral aspects, possibly at different levels of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model. We are thinking in particular of personal and ubiquitous computing environments assembled from a variety of custom-of-theshelf (COTS) systems that are planned to work independently of each other. Dynamic adaptation opens the door to reason about and undertake policies and strategies without compromising the functionality and integration of COTS systems in the environment. The papers in this special issue cover different aspects of dynamic adaptation in PUC.
Contributions
The first paper is entitled ''A model for learning objects adaptation in light of mobile and context-aware computing'' and provides motivation for our topic with an example of using adaptation in an educational setting. The authors of this paper present EduAdapt, an architectural model for the adaptation of learning multimedia objects according to mobile device characteristics, learning style, and other context information from the students. To make this adaptation the authors use inference and rules in their proposed OntoAdapt ontology. This ontology is used to describe context, learner profile, learning style, and device characteristics and its purpose is to help with the recommendation of learning objects to students and the adaption of these objects according to context. This ontology is the core of a mobile learning environment that can adapt contents considering context information and can thus provide a mechanism that assists in the inference of learning objects appropriate for the learner.
The second and third papers show how dynamic adaptation can help address the challenge of frequent changes in well-established research domains common to many personal and ubiquitous computing systems such as the graphical user interface and user security and authentication. The authors of ''Declarative GUI descriptions for device-independent applications'' give us a critical perspective about existing solutions for user interface adaptation middleware. They start by employing eight popular GUI user interface description languages (UIDLs) to describe a set of GUI views for an existing mobile application. They assess qualitative and quantitative criteria for composed GUI views and individual GUI components and conclude that existing declarative UIDLs are not capable of describing mobile GUI in a device-independent manner. They then propose guidelines for improving device-independent UIDL that focus for example on display pixel density, external triggers for user interaction handlers, layout flexibility, and low level graphical primitives. The authors of ''Model for adaptable context-based biometric authentication for mobile devices'' start by arguing that the most accurate way to perform user authentication depends on the user context. They then propose a model that constitutes a foundation for building adaptable and extensible multifactor context-dependent systems for mobile authentication. Their approach considers the user context in order to dynamically select the most accurate biometric authentication method and also taking into account user's intended interaction scheme at each moment. Finally, the fourth and fifth papers explore the integration of different PUC systems into the same PUC environment. The fourth paper looks specifically at integration of communications and is entitled ''A user-centric approach to dynamic adaptation of reusable communication services.'' The authors present the design of an autonomic network communication broker that supports the use of multiple communication frameworks and an approach for dynamic adaptation of the communication services with the aim of reducing the complexity of reusing multiple communication frameworks. The paper concludes with a performance evaluation to demonstrate the advantages of their approach over existing systems. The fifth and last paper of this special issue approaches the integration issue from a network management and machine learning perspectives and is entitled ''A behavioral reflective architecture for managing the integration of personal ubicomp systems: automatic SNMP-based discovery and management of behavior context in smart-spaces.'' The authors start by extending the use of existing network management protocols by exposing state and state transition statistics of the different PUC systems in the environment. As this solution relies on a system state specification being provided by manufacturers, the paper then proposes two machine learning approaches for automatic system state discovery. A home health-care and entertainment environment motivates the development and evaluation of these contributions.
